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ABSTRACT

With massive technological advancements and the growing popularity of digital assistance in everyday life and work environments that goes along with it, technologies are needed to evolve these application domains to the next level. One vision for this is the Internet of Things (IoT). Interconnected devices, embedded in all kinds of objects. In order to turn this vision into reality, routing protocols are needed to aid the communication between these things in a decentralized, self-organized and changing infrastructure.

We are witnessing the formation of an Internet of Things (IoT), where real-world entities (e.g., people, plants, cars) augmented with computing devices (e.g., smartphones, tablets, sensor nodes), sensors (e.g., humidity sensors, microphones, cameras), and actuators (e.g., motors, LED) are connected to the Internet, enabling them to publish their generated data on the Web. By mashing up these Smart Things with the services and data available on the Web, novel IoT applications can be created a routing service is required to enable efficient communication of information among Smart Things and other Internet nodes. Due to the resource limitations of Smart Things, the design of this is challenging.
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THE INTERNET OF THINGS

The Internet of Things, as given syntactically by its name, is composed of two terms: Internet" and Things". The first term describes a networking-oriented aspect of the IoT where the Internet serves as the central building block interconnecting every possible computing device in the world. This aspect is explicitly reflected in the definition for IoT by DGCONNECT as a world-wide network of interconnected objects uniquely addressable, based on standard communication protocols. In order for a smart environment to be aware of the users and adapt to their activities, things that constitute the environment should be ‘smart’ to a certain extent.

An Internet of Things is steadily evolving, much like internet decades ago. In the future, hundreds of billions of smart sensors devices will interact with one another without human interventions, on a Machine-to-Machine (M-M) basis.

REQUIREMENTS AND KEY CHALLENGES FOR ROUTING PROTOCOLS

Requirements for a routing protocol in the differing scenarios of Home Automation, Urban-Low Power and Lossy Networks (LLNs) or Building Automation. Even though these fields may all be categorized as IoT-adjacent, their characteristics differ vastly in terms of traffic Wow and patterns, network size, and degree of mobility. Despite these...
differences, the domains of their requirements can be classified into four categories [Martocci, P, 2010]:

Traffic Patterns: A routing protocol for the IoT has to match the traffic pattern of its area of Deployment. There is most likely not one protocol to rule them all, but rather at least one appropriate protocol for each subdivision of IoT deployments.

Energy efficiency: The deployment of battery-driven nodes running autonomously for extended Periods of time is one of the cornerstones of the IoT. A routing protocol that is resourceful in terms of energy consumption is vital to the functionality of an IoT-based network. Closely tied to these efforts is the topic of energy-awareness. A protocol able to communicate its nodes’ constraints is able to make more informed routing decisions based on this information.

Scalability: The protocol should scale to a network size ranging from 100 to 1,000,000 nodes, both in terms of performance as well as memory usage: an increase in network size may not lead to an explosion in routing table size.

Mobility: Even though the IoT does not typically experience a lot of movement, a suitable routing protocol should be able to cope with sparse location changes of single nodes. In addition to the requirements listed above, the nature of the IoT poses unique challenges to any routing protocol serving them.

Bidirectionality: As with all wireless networks, bidirectional connectivity between links is not guaranteed. A routing protocol for the IoT has to be able to recognize and avoid unidirectional links at the least, and may be able to use them in one direction at best.

Transmitter usage: Concerning energy consumption, the transmitter is the most expensive component of a constrained device. It is therefore advisable to use it as sparsely as possible.

APPROACHES

In order to meet the constraints of the IoT as described in section II, a routing protocol may employ different strategies. This section lists promising mechanisms and approaches which may form the building blocks if a successful routing protocol for the IoT.

Protocol Characteristics

Each routing protocol exhibits core characteristics which form the very base of its workings. In the following, characteristics which may be most beneficial in an IoT environment will be discussed.

Proactive vs. Reactive

With the exception of hybrid approaches, routing protocols either fall in the category of proactive or reactive. A proactive protocol gathers routing information proactively, attempting to have an overview of the entire network’s topology at all times. Typically, the periodic distribution of beacons provides nodes with insight about the existence and quality of connection to their neighbors. This provides for great performance in terms of latency, but can wreak havoc on the battery lifetime: In networks which experience sparse traffic, most of the topology information exchanged can be considered protocol overhead which will drain a device’s batteries unnecessarily.

Reactive protocols search for routes on-demand: only when a transmission towards another node is started, the route discovery process (towards this specific node) is triggered. In consequence, topology information is only exchanged when needed, saving energy. The downside to reactive protocols is their latency: because routes are discovered on demand, transmissions over unknown or expired routes face delays, for which either the application or the routing protocol has to account by buffering or dropping data.

Hop-by-Hop vs. Source Routing

Packet forwarding may be either carried out hop by hop or through source routing. With the former, each router stores a small part of each route it is participating in: the destination of the route, and over which of its neighbors packets towards this destination should be forwarded. With the latter, the entire path of a route is embedded in its packet header. While this has the Benefit of memory-efficiency, it increases header sizes and traffic...
volumes dramatically. Routes may become stale before the packet carrying them in their header has reached its destination. With the relatively small MTU of IEEE 802.15.4 and the moderate mobility in the IoT, this makes for an unfortunate combination.

**Information Centric**

Information Centric Networks (ICNs) are not merely a routing protocol, but an entirely new networking paradigm. Oftentimes, it does not matter to the recipient who sends them the data they requested, they are merely interested in receiving the data at all. ICN picks this up: instead of asking single addresses for data, a node will ask the network [B. Ahlgren, 2012]. Since some IoT use cases, like the evaluation of environmental data, are more focused on the information than its origin as well, ICN may be a suitable solution for some IoT deployments. Because ICN was designed with large-scale, cabled networks in mind, it exhibits some characteristics problematic for the deployment in the IoT: Connections are assumed to be bidirectional, with no mechanisms to ensure that this assumption holds. With some ICN protocols, all routers cache the data they forward. Considering that memory is very limited on IoT nodes, this may prove to be problematic. Additionally, data which provides an update for a previous information often doesn’t update its predecessor, but is stored as a copy, consuming even more storage space [C. Mehlis, 2014].

**MECHANISMS**

Routing protocols may be equipped with a myriad of mechanisms influencing the way they make routing decisions. In the following, some mechanisms that may be beneficial to IoT protocols will be highlighted.

**Energy-aware metrics**

Metrics are used to quantify the quality of a link or route under certain aspects. The most commonly deployed metric is Hop Count, with which the route using the fewest hops is chosen. However, this is often less than ideal: not all links are created equal in quality, and long-distance links are especially prone to be lossy. Energy-awareness may be introduced to existing routing protocols with the help of suitable metrics. A metric which takes energy levels on either the node or network level may influence the routing decisions of a protocol in a way which preserves energy resources. [J. Vasseur, 2013] specify several routing metrics for the Routing Protocol for Low Power and Lossy Networks (RPL) protocol, some of which may be interesting for other deployments as well. Notable are:

- **Node Energy**: The energy level of a node may be taken into account in different ways: most intuitively, it may be beneficiary to choose a route over nodes with great residual energy in order to elongate its lifetime and relieve nodes with fewer resources. In doing so, the value of residual energy has to be put into context by the transceiver costs of the individual node as well as its expected lifetime: It may be beneficial to use a node with less battery which is likely to be recharged in the near future (e.g. a mobile device on the nightstand) than one with high residual energy that has to last for a while (e.g. a node in the wall).

- **Throughput**: When the data sent over a router exceeds the amount of throughput it is able to handle, the resulting packet loss will cause retransmissions, wasting energy on redundant communication. Therefore, a router may specify the throughput it is able to handle.

- **Latency**: Different types of information may have different latency constraints, for instance because the data may become stale quickly, is important in case of emergency or may trigger timeouts. By taking these requirements into account, a protocol is able to distribute the network load in a way that supports different traffic requirements.

These approaches can be combined: [A. Ortiz, 2013] proposes the use fuzzy logic to merge several relevant characteristics of a route or link into one statement about its quality, in this case number of hops, residual energy and Received Signal Strength Indicator.

**Multipath routing**

A protocol employing multipath routing seeks to and use alternate paths towards every destination. This distributes the cost of forwarding packets among more nodes, saving the energy of individual, highly-frequented nodes. [J. Al-Karaki, 2004]
Probabilistic routing

With probabilistic routing, routing decisions are calculated based on probabilistic values. The most primitive way to do this is gossiping: Data is wooded through the network like a rumor, but every packet is only forwarded with a probability p. This way, traffic overhead is reduced.

A more elaborate approach is to predict the chance of delivery towards a certain destination through mobility patterns or previous experience and base forwarding decisions on this prediction.

PROTOCOLS

In the preceding section, the building blocks of an IoT routing protocol, both essential and additional, have been discussed. This chapter provides an overview over routing protocols that are comprised of these building blocks. Each characteristic presented in section 2.1 is represented by at least one protocol. Each protocol fulfills the criteria listed in section 3.1 and employs at least one of the approaches described in section 2. The protocols are roughly ordered in accordance with the order from section 2. Not all of the protocols presented have been designed with the IoT in mind; most stem from adjacent fields of research such as DTNs or MANETs. Despite this, they exhibit characteristics which may make them suitable for the IoT.

Criteria

During the past 15 years, an overwhelming amount of routing protocols and protocol modifications for LLNs and MANETs have been published. To sieve through these contributions, a set of criteria has been created and applied to all candidate protocols.

Suitability for the IoT: A routing protocol has to apply to at least one topology and traffic Wow scenario common in the IoT. It should be scalable to a certain extent, and be able to cope with unidirectional routes.

Standardization: Protocols which are the result or part of a standardization process are greatly preferred. This ensures the availability of a detailed protocol specification, review by a diverse cast of specialists familiar with the subject and increases the likelihood of adoption in real-world scenarios.

Available implementations: Existing, ideally accessible implementations are an indicator for the maturity and seriousness of a protocol. They allow the evaluation of the protocol through simulation and testbed experiments.

RPL

RPL [T. Winter, 2012] was designed to be the routing protocol for LLN and the IoT. RPL primarily supports multipoint-to-point traffic, with reasonable support for point-to-multipoint traffic and basic features for point-to-point traffic. It operates under the assumption that the network contains a sink node with greater computing ability and energy resources than the rest of the nodes in the network. It constructs a Destination Oriented Acyclic Graph (DODAG) whose root is the sink node, directing all traffic towards the sink node. Each node in the DODAG emits DODAG Information Object (DIO) messages containing information about its identity and rank in the DODAG. Because the DIOs are sent proactively and the network topology is explored in advance, RPL can be classified as a proactive protocol. However, the frequency of DIO decreases over time, reducing unnecessary control overhead once the DODAG has stabilized. When the optional Destination Advertisement Object (DAO) messages are used, RPL is able to perform both directionality checks and multipath routing from the sink node to individual routers. The trade-off for this is an increase in control traffic and memory usage. RPL is the only one of the protocols presented which may also employ source routing. This occurs when it is operating in non-storing mode. [T. Clausen 2011] Provides a critical evaluation of the RPL protocol. Among others it lists its inflexibility in terms of data traffic Wow, especially point-to-point traffic, possible control packet fragmentation and the assumption of bidirectional links as problematic points of the specification.

OLSR and OLSRv2

The Optimized Link-State Routing (OLSR) protocol [T. Clausen 2003] and its successor OLSRv2 [T. Clausen 2014] are proactive link-state hop by hop routing protocols, both specified by the
IETF. They are among the most popular routing protocols for MANETs and thus cannot go unmentioned. OLSRv2 introduces support for alternate metrics as one of its biggest upgrades from OLSR, enabling the use of energy-aware metrics. An extension for OLSRv2 has been proposed by [J. Yi 2014] to enable multipath routing, which was studied for OLSR in the past [J. Yi 2014]. Both OLSR and OLSRv2 are, however, most likely to be unsuitable for the IoT for the following reasons: Being proactive routing protocols, they periodically broadcast neighbor discovery and topology control packets. They maintain a detailed list about both direct neighbors and routes through the entire network. This generates both protocol overhead on the air, draining batteries through unnecessary transmissions, as well as storage overhead, since information which may never be used is stored in the so-called Information Base.

**AODV, LOADng and AODVv2**

Ad hoc On-Demand Distance Vector Routing (AODV) is a reactive hop by hop routing protocol specified by the IETF in 2003 [C. Perkins 2003]. It makes use of a Route Request (RREQ)-Route Reply (RREP)-cycle, which is triggered every time a packet to an unknown destination has to be sent. During this cycle, a route is discovered and stored Hop-by-Hop: each node only knows which direct neighbor is the next hop towards a certain destination. Whenever a link breaks, this is communicated downstream in the same manner. Because routes are only stored when necessary, AODV can be described as memory-efficient. In its most minimal configuration, the protocol is likely to be small in terms of code image size because of its simplicity. Two successors of AODV have been developed since its specification: The Lightweight OnDemand Ad hoc Distance-vector Routing Protocol - Next Generation (LOADng) [C. Perkins 2014] and AODVv2, with the latter having been adopted by the MANET working group of the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF). While AODV only accepts Hop Count as a metric, both of its successors allow alternate metrics, opening up the possibility for deployment of an energy-aware metric.

**CCNx/ CCNLite**

CCNx is an implementation of the ICN idea described and created by XEROX PARC. Its lightweight adaption is CCNLite. CCN operates on a hop by hop basis. Whenever a node is looking for data, it distributes an Interest message. This Interest is forwarded through the network until it can be answered by one of the participating nodes. Each node that received the Interest records it in its Pending Interest Table (PIT). When an Interest is answered with data, all nodes forwarding the data cache it, effectively distributing the data over the network. By doing so, CCN ensures that the data is able to survive even network partitioning. Additionally, subsequent requests for the data may be answered by intermediate nodes, distributing network load among neighbors. CCN is most suitable for multipoint-to-point or point-to-point traffic.

**PRoPHET**

The Probabilistic Routing Protocol using History of Encounters and Transitivity (PRoPHET) was published in 2012 as an experimental hop by hop routing protocol for DTNs by the Internet Research task Force (IRTF) [A. Lindgren, 2003, 2012]. PRoPHET measures a network’s movements, both physical and in terms of network traffic. Based on this data, the delivery predictability metric stating the probability of a successful data transfer is calculated per neighbor, characterizing PRoPHET as a probabilistic protocol. All data towards a certain route is buffered until a route can be established. This way, PRoPHET is able to handle networks that are never fully connected. Whenever two nodes meet, either through physical movement or a node switching on, they exchange the predictability information they calculated and update their internal data accordingly. Based on this information, each node decides if and which data it may want to forward though the neighbor it just met. A node may send their data through more than one neighbor, making PRoPHET a multipath routing Protocol as well.
COMPARABILITY BETWEEN PROTOCOLS

Because there are no widely agreed upon benchmarks for IoT or WSN protocols, the protocols described above can only be evaluated based on their features. [M. S. Corson 1999] discusses routing protocol evaluation considerations which may be used as a basis to construct possible benchmark scenarios. Additionally, the protocols presented have been implemented for different platforms such as Contiki, TinyOS, RIOT, or Linux, most without support for the NS-2 or NS-3 network simulator, complicating evaluation through comparison.

CONCLUSIONS

A wide range of approaches for routing in the IoT have been presented. Candidate protocols employing the approaches suggested have been introduced, along with possible criteria a routing protocol may have to match in order to be suitable for the IoT. While none of the protocols may be a one size fits all-solution, they may be suitable for specific IoT scenarios. However, most proposed solutions have never been tested. It has been argued that there is a need for testing procedures tailored to IoT environments. The creation and adaption of standardized benchmarks for routing in the Internet of Things may advance the comparison of candidate protocols for the IoT. Furthermore, the topology and attributes of the IoT complicate experiment and simulation setup: while the former is expensive to set up and maintain, the latter quickly fails to represent the network properties and influences correctly. Provides an overview of publicly accessible testbeds suitable for the IoT which may be used for future research and discusses their challenges and application areas. Wrapping up, it can be concluded that there already are many existing approaches which may prove to be suitable for the IoT. Their direct comparison in both simulation and realistic testbed scenarios could provide further insight into their suitability for distinct IoT scenarios and reveal optimization potential.
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